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This varied collection of illustrations offers a topical pot pourri of
digitally produced images. All the pictures began as digital
photographs; each one has subsequently been edited and treated in
pixel- and vector-based software applications. The images and their
presentations are the product of an informal exploration of creative
imaging software packages: a critical eye is sure to discover many
lapses and inconsistencies throughout, for which all due apologies
are offered. For returning viewers, the contents will likely wax and
wane, perhaps also gain new chapters with the passage of time.
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. . . Viewers are encouraged to open the presentation in Full-Screen mode . . .

Two Neighbors: Mission Santa Barbara and Garden Street Academy

This chapter of sights and scenes from Santa Barbara includes images shot on the grounds of
Mission Santa Barbara and nearby Garden Street Academy. The first of these two venues is
one of the most frequently visited and photographed attractions in Santa Barbara County. The
composite skyline of the two institutions’ multiple towers and structures stands out boldly on
the horizon, to be seen from a broader perspective in the next view.

Both locations have provided generous cooperation and informative details, but in the
interest of offering a presentation that is relatively uncluttered with texts, curious viewers are
advised to research basic and more elaborated site descriptions via the Internet.
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View from the Santa Barbara County Courthouse Observation Level

Santa Ynes Mountains in the background
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Mission Santa Barbara,
’Queen of the Alta California Missions’

Although Fra Junipero Serra was not the founder of Mission Santa
Barbara, his travels and activities helped to set the stage for
establishment of this, the tenth mission.

(See upcoming notes)

Generations later, the Franciscan Order envisioned and realized their
dreams for a seminary to be established adjacent to the historical
Mission site.

The former campus of St. Anthony’s Seminary now serves as home for
Garden Street Academy, providing lower, middle and upper school
instruction for local students.
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Mission Façade, with Fountain in the foreground 7



Fra Junipero Serra
(1713 – 1784)

Born a Spanish Catalán native,
as a Franciscan friar he
founded nine of California’s
missions spanning from San
Diego to San Francisco.

Mission Santa Barbara, the
tenth of the chain, was
founded by Padre Fermín
Lasuén on December 4, 1786,
the feast day of Saint Barbara.

The current edifice was begun
after a previous structure was
damaged beyond repair by an
1812 earthquake; the new
building was completed and
dedicated in 1820. Subsequent
seismic incidents have caused
ongoing wear and tear,
occasioning setbacks that have
been met with courage and
determination.

[www.santabarbaramission.org]
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The Mission’s Front Façade

Both towers house bells that ring out selected canonical hours and a three-bell peal.
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The Mission’s façade includes a display of saintly figures and symbols,
offering insights into the unique cultural heritage of this edifice.

Pictured below are Faith, Hope, and Charity, surrounding Saint Barbara.
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 To the left

One of the
Mission’s three

Virtues is
seated above
the façade’s
central peak.

To the right 

Santa Barbara,
the Mission’s
Patron Saint
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Next slide:
A visit to

GSA



Garden
Street

Academy

One of the
notable and

iconic
landmarks that

stand out on
the horizon,
the former

campus of St.
Anthony’s

Seminary has
found new life

and breath,
providing a

home for GSA
since 2005.
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Garden Street Academy
www.gardenstreetacademy.org
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 Left

Central Façade
Column featuring

St. Anthony
of Padua

& Child
(upcoming detail)

Right 
The campus’s main

tower rises up
five stories, over-
looking Mission
Santa Barbara’s

tiled roofline and
twin towers, with a
hazy ocean view to
the south (Page 21)
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 Left

Central
Entryway

Right 

St.
Anthony

& Child
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16Chapel Interior and Reredos Detail



Christ the King Chapel
About the School and Chapel

St. Anthony’s College was founded on the grounds of the Santa Barbara Mission in 1896. In 1899 the cornerstone was laid on the Garden
Street property and dedicated by the Bishop of Los Angeles; the first building was completed in December, 1900 and dedicated the following
spring. Following severe damages caused by the deadly quake of June 29, 1925 that destroyed a second-story chapel, a new free-standing

chapel was begun in January, 1926, completed and dedicated in May, 1927. The reredos sculpture (measuring 22 x 38 feet) was designed by
Chris Mueller from a sketch provided by Fr. Theophilus Richardt, OFM. It is made of silica, cement, and reinforced with steel rods; its

construction spanned eleven months and was completed on site in 1927. [http://www.alumnisas.com]
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Chapel Altar Reredos 18



 Left

Chapel rear
balcony

Stained glass
window

portraying

St. Francis
of Assisi

Right 

Campus
Tower

creates a
solar

eclipse
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A view from the Campus Tower overlooking

Mission Santa Barbara
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With the hazy shades of a seaside mist rising up along the coastline, and the Mission’s twin towers, sanctuary and
adjoining buildings seen in the foreground, the next page will return to one of the Mission’s interior courtyards.



Right: Mission Passion Diorama 

 Below: GSA’s School Tower
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22Interior Garden and Courtyard
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The Mission’s North Tower  Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe

 backlit by afternoon sunlight Bell (1836)




Native

Chumash
Stone

Masonry

One of
Three
Virtues

(from ca. 1820)



Museum
Chapel
Room

(foreground)
an Antiphonal

(ca. 1780)
.

Against the
back wall,
an altar,

tabernacle,
and retablo
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Museum Diorama: Kitchen and Dining Area 25



Mission Cemetery: 26



a

27Mission Nave and Front Altar Detail from Reredos: Santa Barbara



Figures
from two lateral dioramas

St. Clare and Mary Magdalena
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Nave Front and High Altar 29
Blessed Mary

St. Francis
St. Joseph

St. Dominic



Figures
from two lateral dioramas

Jesus of Nazareth and St. Francis of Assisi
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The High Altar – revisited 31



Mission Side Chapel – Passion Diorama

I Madonnari
Italian Street Painting Festival

From sacred to secular:

Mission Santa Barbara’s celebrations
include secular events honoring the
creative arts: the annual I Madonnari
Italian Street Painting Festival occurs
at the end of May, bringing a host of
colorful chalk drawings to the
church’s front parking apron.

The following three pages present
vignettes from I Madonnari 2014,
including the central display shown
below.



I Madonnari, May 2014
Mission Santa Barbara  Italian Street Painting Festival 33



Centerpiece
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Some canvases from I Madonnari 2014



I Madonnari 2014
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And in conclusion, an early morning view 



The Mission Façade at Dawn 36



The photographs in this rendered collection were taken with a Sony Alpha series camera and zoom lenses. Multiple layers and
treatments were prepared in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator; layouts and presentations via Microsoft Power-Point include
page backgrounds and frequent use of onboard image-framing tools.
• Web hosting via frumuspub.net is courtesy of Fruhauf Music Publications. Any illustrations, treatments or materials

included here that infringe on trademarked or copyrighted materials, or that are seen as inappropriate, can be removed by
petitioned request, addressed to the Email links listed below.

• Although this presentation was originally formatted in PowerPoint, for convenience it has been posted as an optimized
.pdf document. Viewers are encouraged to open the show in full-screen mode. Please address requests for reuse or
reapplication of images contained herein to: Eafruhauf@aol.com or frumus01@aol.com.

• If viewers of this collection wish to purchase augmented files for any individual illustrations, please note:
 The present copies are in optimized .jpg format, reduced to 150 ppi
 Pre-reduction files are available (between 12-60 MB each)
 Revised, resized or reprocessed .jpg or .tif files are available (between 20-100 MB each)
 See provisional fee schedules posted on the webpage address provided below
 Delivery via Internet (Email attachment)
 For online details, visit: Pixxelation Station Special Orders

Please visit frumuspub’s host page for PI ELATION STATION for more details.



Thank you for making

a part of your screen viewing experiences.
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Please address comments, questions or requests to:
frumus01@aol.com or Eafruhauf@aol.com

Click image above for access to frumuspub’s home page


